ACM QUARTERLY MARKET COMMENTARY
FIRST QUARTER 2020
Capital Markets
“Unprecedented” is a word that has been used a lot to describe the events of the past two months that
have included a once in a generation viral pandemic (we hope) that swept across the world and caused
over 200,000 deaths (and counting), including that of more than 50,000 Americans. The outbreak forced
extreme containment efforts, including “shelter in place” orders in the U.S. and other major countries,
which pushed a formerly expanding global economy into an instant economic depression and killed the
decade old bull market in stocks with the swiftest 30% price decline in history; U.S. Treasury Bill rates
dropped from 1.5% to zero in the blink of an eye, and the yield on the ten-year U.S. Treasury fell below
1% for the first time in history; oil prices plummeted from $50 to $20 in a matter of days, and just last
week the near term futures contracts temporarily fell to negative $37 as U.S. storage capacity was
exhausted; twenty-six million Americans (and counting) filed for initial unemployment claims as nearly
50% of U.S business halted operations, including more than one million retail stores and 700,000
restaurants that stopped serving food in-house; discretionary travel came to a sudden halt leading to a
90% decline in airline traffic and 80% vacancy rates at U.S. hotels and resorts; in response to the economic
turmoil, the Fed’s swiftly expanded its balance sheet by $2.5 trillion (and counting), including the firsttime ever purchases of short-term municipal debt and non-investment grade corporate debt; Congress
and the U.S. Treasury initiated another $2.5 trillion in economic stimulus (and counting) that included
direct stimulus payments to over 93% of U.S. taxpayers, which will be of little help in their attempts to
buy out-of-stock cleaning products, hand sanitizer, surgical masks, and toilet paper, but will certainly help
sustain the 30% surge in alcohol sales. I think “unprecedented” sums it up pretty well
Portfolio Update
Amid the chaos, we remained disciplined in our efforts to rebalance portfolios to allocation targets and
actively harvest tax losses on a near-daily basis, while acting with conviction on tactical moves.
Throughout the extreme market volatility, we did our best to put emotions aside by relying on objective
indicators and staying focused on the long-term. When the panic selling in the stock market began to
reach historic extremes, our contrarian spirits began to stir and we shifted to a more opportunistic
mindset. On March 12th, with global stock prices the down almost 27% off their highs, we wrote to you
about the recent heavy lopsided selling volume that had only seven comparable precedents since 1960,
all of which led to higher stock prices over the next year with a median gain of 25%:
“Today could well be the low of this correction, but in all likelihood, it will not be. That said, a
smart, long-term investor who is looking to add to their stock holdings when prices fall, should
not try to time the bottom perfectly to the day. The risk of missing it is just too high. Instead,
an investor is more likely to benefit from adding to their holdings in “chunks” along the way on
certain days when the panic selling is at an extreme. We believe that today is one of those
days… Now is a buying opportunity, which is not to say there may be one or two more buying
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opportunities at lower prices in the weeks or months ahead. We believe now is the time for a
long-term investor to put one of those “chunks” to work in the stock market… We encourage
our clients to consider their financial and emotional risk tolerance… Some clients may want to
consider adding available cash to their investment accounts to increase both their stocks and
bond holdings…Other clients may want to consider changing their investment policy to target
a higher equity percentage. Personally, I have increased the equity targets for my accounts that
have the longest time horizons from 60% to 80%. That shift will not happen all at once. It will
happen in “chunks” starting with a large one tomorrow.”
Indeed, global stock prices rallied sharply the next day, but then resumed their decline over the next weekand-a-half to their eventual low on March 23rd. True to form, we continued to selectively buy stocks on
weakness, such that our portfolios had accumulated equity allocations that were well above neutral
targets when stock prices began to rally. Due to this additional equity exposure and other strategic moves,
such as buying certain bond ETFs at rare discounts to net asset values, including municipal bonds at a
momentary discount of almost 8%, our portfolios, generally speaking, have outpaced their respective
benchmarks during the rally over the past month.
Looking Forward
Looking forward, we believe that the market low on March 23rd, which represented a 33% decline from
the February high, was likely “the bottom” of this historic correction in stock prices. This view is based not
only on the apparent peaking of the pandemic and plans for a gradual “reopening of the economy”, but
on the character of the now 25% to 30% rally off the low. The magnitude and breadth of the recovery in
stock prices, along with certain gauges of buying pressure, are consistent with other major market
bottoms, as opposed to a “bear market rally”. That being said, the volatility in the investment markets is
surely not over in our opinion. There remains too much uncertainty for the market to digest, as the story
of this pandemic continues to be written. Even as life slowly returns to normal, it remains unclear what
permanent damage our economy has suffered and what other long-term causes and effects will result.
We believe that any hopes for a strong V-shaped economic recovery would be overly optimistic. More
jobs have been lost in this country in just two months than were created in the twelve-year economic
expansion since the 2007-2008 financial crisis. Unemployment will surely remain elevated for years to
come, and the rebound of consumer confidence, in turn, will be muted. The extraordinary monetary and
fiscal stimulus programs to date have helped to soften the blow in the short-term, with more surely to
follow, but at what long-term cost? Expect eventual payback in the form of higher taxes and reduced
government benefits that will likely keep a lid on the economic recovery down the road. With all of these
uncertainties, it is unrealistic to expect that stocks will continue their rapid and steady advance back to
their highs without interruption.
Ultimately, we believe that stock prices will be higher a year from now, despite an uneven economic
recovery, because of historically low-interest rates. As we detailed in our most recent Quarterly Valuation
& Trend Report, our internal estimate for the long-term nominal return of global stocks increased to 7.8%
(now probably closer to 7.0% as stock prices have continued to rally) as compared to our long-term return
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expectation for U.S. aggregate bonds that have fallen to 1.3% since the end of the first quarter. This spread
of about 6% between projected stock and bond returns, also known as the “equity risk premium”, is the
largest our models have indicated since the third quarter of 2011. Given the high equity risk premium, we
would expect rising stock prices to attract even more capital as holders of cash and bonds tire of a paltry
1% return. In fact, a more tepid economic recovery may be the best outcome for the stock market as it
may help ensure that interest rates stay lower for longer.
The math of compound interest requires exponentially larger gains to recover from larger losses. So, while
a 10% loss only requires an 11% gain to get back to even, the 33% correction in stock prices in the first
quarter will require a 50% rebound from its low for the major indices to fully recover. The now 28% rally
in global stock has gotten us a bit more than half the way back, but what remains will surely be more of a
challenge. As such, we have recently been paring our stock market exposure modestly to levels that,
generally speaking, are just a percent or two above neutral equity allocation targets. Over the next year,
we would not be surprised to see one or two corrections in the 10% to 15% range, but with stocks
ultimately maintaining an upward trajectory. As long as the equity risk premium remains attractive, we
would expect to be buyers of these pullbacks.
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COMMENTARY DISCLOSURES
All returns cited were attained from Bloomberg L.P. reporting as of 3/4/2020.
The commentary included in this review (“Content”) is for illustrative and informational purposes and is not intended to provide
forward-looking or current investment advice and should not be relied upon in that regard. The Content herein is not intended
as a recommendation to invest in any particular asset class, product, security, derivative, commodity, currency, or strategy or as
a promise of future performance. Reference to future or expected returns are not promises or even estimates of actual returns
a client portfolio may achieve. Any assumptions, opinions, and estimates are provided for illustrative purposes only and not a
guarantee of future performance. Forward-looking statements should not be relied upon as actual results may differ materially
from those anticipated. The Content herein (quantitative or qualitative) is subject to numerous assumptions, risks, and
uncertainties, which can change over time. This material represents an assessment of the market and economic environment at
a specific point in time and is not intended to be a forecast of future events or a guarantee of future results. Forward-looking
statements are subject to certain risks and uncertainties. Actual results, performance, or achievements may differ materially from
those expressed or implied. Information is based on data gathered from what we believe are reliable sources. It is not guaranteed
as to the accuracy, does not purport to be complete, and is not intended to be used as a primary basis for investment decisions.
It should also not be construed as advice meeting the particular investment needs of any investor.
Mutual Funds and Exchange Traded Funds (ETF’s) are sold by prospectus. Please consider the investment objectives, risks,
charges, and expenses carefully before investing. The prospectus, which contains this and other information about the
investment company, can be obtained from the Fund Company or your financial professional. Be sure to read the prospectus
carefully before deciding whether to invest.
Neither Asset Allocation nor Diversification guarantees a profit or protect against a loss in a declining market. They are methods
used to help manage investment risk. Rebalancing/Reallocating can entail transaction costs and tax consequences that should be
considered when determining a rebalancing/reallocation strategy. A benchmark is intended to reflect an investment or portfolio
based on investment growth with risk management. The S&P 500 Index was selected as a benchmark component because of its
prominent usage. The portfolios of Ackerman Capital Management, LP has and will vary significantly from the composition of this
index. The S&P 500 returns assume the reinvestment of dividends. Indices are unmanaged and investors cannot invest directly in
an index. Unless otherwise noted, the performance of indices does not account for any fees, commissions, or other expenses that
would be incurred. Past performance is not a guarantee of future results and investors should not assume that the future
performance of Ackerman Capital Management LP will equal prior performance results. This report does not constitute an offer
to sell or a solicitation of an offer to subscribe to ACM portfolio management. Portfolio holdings entail risks and are subject to
change without notice. For a listing of each security we have included in the Portfolio for the last 12 months, the date of the
inclusion, the price of the security at the time, the current market price of each security and whether we bought or sold it, and
the date of exclusion from the portfolio, please contact us at 214-361-5383. All recommendations are based on our research,
opinions, and experience and may or may not have been profitable in the past, now, or in the future.
“Global Stocks” refers to iShares MSCI ACWI ETF (ACWI) returns. ACWI seeks to track the investment results of an index composed
of large and mid-capitalization developed and emerging market equities. U.S. Stock returns are represented the S&P 500 index
which is used primarily for large capitalization stocks. (see S&P Index definition and Index disclosures). S&P 500 Index The S&P
500 is a U.S. stock market index based on the market capitalization of 500 large companies having common stock listed on the
NYSE or NASDAQ. The S&P 500 index constituents and their weightings are determined by S&P Dow Jones Indices. It is one of the
most commonly followed equity indices, and many consider it one of the best representations of the U.S. stock market.
“Municipal Bonds” & “U.S. Municipal Bonds” refers to iShares National Muni Bond (MUB) ETF returns. MUB seeks to track the
investment results of an index composed of investment-grade U.S. municipal bonds. Volatility Index (VIX) The VIX is a
trademarked ticker symbol for the Chicago Board Options Exchange Market Volatility Index, a popular measure of the implied
volatility of S&P 500 index options. Often referred to as the fear index or the fear gauge, it represents one measure of the market's
expectation of stock market volatility over the next 30-day period. “Emerging Markets” refers to iShares MSCI Emerging Market
(EEM) ETF returns. EEM seeks to track the investment results of an index composed of large- and mid-capitalization emerging
market equities. Investment advisory services offered through Ackerman Capital Management, L.P., a registered investment
adviser.
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